The Listenor

Assistive Listening for Persons with Slight Hearing Difficulty

The Listenor is a powerful lightweight microphone that provides greatly enhanced sound level and quality for those with slight hearing difficulty, but who do not currently wear a hearing instrument.

Designed for easy use with binaural headphones, which are included with the unit, The Listenor amplifies the available sound level and filters out unwanted background noise up to 30 db for enhanced listening, providing noticeably improved hearing pleasure even in noisy environments.

At the simple flick of a switch, Zoom and Wide settings enable the user to focus on desired sounds nearby or up to 25 metres away. The Zoom setting focuses on sounds in front of the microphone, greatly reducing surrounding sounds. The Wide setting enables the user to hear surrounding sounds clearly, for example when watching television and conversing with others in the room.

The Listenor can be placed in a raised position on a nearby surface using the convenient fold-out stand, or held in the hand and pointed at the source of sound. The unit’s headphones feature a built-in volume control to allow users to listen comfortably to television, radio, stereo and other audio devices, as well as for relaxed conversation at home or away.
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The Listenor provides easy listening to

Focuses easily on desired sounds

Zoom Setting
Wide Setting

Also ideal for relaxed conversation at home or away

Television
Radio, Stereo, HiFi
Computer, DVD